Assembly Approved
Vote To Come
by J ames H. Thrall
At its October 31 meeting, Stu-A ra tified a pro posal to establish a Student Association Representative
Assembly to communicate student opinions to Stu-A and
disseminate information from Stu-A to the student body.
The proposal will face a campus-wide referendu m
later this month.
The proposal , raised by Committee Chairperson Sid
Mohel , is based on recommendations of the Const itutional
Reform Subcomm ittee of. the Committee task Force
which was creat ed last year in response to criticism ofStu-A effectiveness. The members of the subcommitt ee
A statement of the referendu m
appears on page four
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were Chairpers on Mark Gorman , Vivian Bogdonoff , Dave
Sciore , Barbara. Bullock , J ohn Veillieux, and Kim Ledbetter.
Stu-A discussed the proposal at last week's meeting
but decided to table action until certain conflicting opinions on possible changes could be resolved. When the pro
posal -was raised again this week , it included an additional
clause providing for evaluation of the Assembly following its inception. After a brief discussion, the proposal

Colby Drinkin g
Haunts Resp ond

Tri ck or Treat: Halloween Spiri ts Run H igh
was approved in its modified form..
Steven Earle of SOBU expressed concern that his
organization had not yet received official notification of
its budget allocation. Ensuing discussion revealed that
several student organizations have comp lained to Stu-A
ab out not being notified. Executive Chairperson Ron
Graham stated for the record that the process of allodepends so heavily on Colby patronage that his business
will be noticeably affected by the new law. The restaurant attracts a large , mixed crowd , the majority of
whi ch is over twenty.
The owner of the Silver Street Tavern was strongly
against the new law, for rea sons .other than its effect on

by Val Talland

This past weekend marked the first weekend under
th e new drinki ng age law. Fortunatel y, there was c\uite a
bit of activity on campus , so there wasn 't a grea t need
for people to go downtown and discover what the effects
of the new law are going to mean.
Everyone realizes that it is embarrassing and incon;
venient to be carded. Most Colby students haven 't had
this experi ence for quite awhile. Within the last week , it
has become , however, a re al possibility for any young looking person .
The ECHO talked to the owners and bartenders of
various Colby haunts to find out how they would deal
with the new law. In every case the response was that it
is the law and it has to be enforced , stric tly. Nobody
can afford a $500 fine and the loss of a liquor license.
Nevertheless , there were differences in opinion in reaction
to the law.
'
The bar t ender 'at The Pub said he would card any
20 year -old-looking person he didn 't personally recognize.
He was frank in saying that he didn 't like having to do
that , but that there is no other choice. He didn 't feel
that business would be affected too greatly since Colb y
students are basically only a weekend crowd.
A waitress dt the South End Cafe felt very differen tly. She, too, is forced to ask for ID , bu t she
think s it will affect bu siness very seriously . The South
End Cafe depends a great deal on Colby and Thomas
College patrons who wan t to eat inexpensively and drink
with their meal. The waitress was concerned that when
students could no longer do that they would be less inclined to go that far just to eat at the Cafe.
The situatio n at Up Front is somewhat differen t. Obviously , then are people who want to go there

catin g funds has been under .wgy for several weeks. Stu-i
approved the semester budget on October 10. Graham
admits that problems have arisen from the point of view
of several organization heads , but promises that Stu-A
will be takin g action. Treasurer Mike Slavin was not
available for comment.
Continued on p age four

Echo Feature:

Lovej oy He ritage
by Mark Kruger

You kn ow who can 't

G.C. P.

for the entertainment who can 't legally drink. For the
presen t, tliey intend to admi t "minors " ; bu t, at t he firs t
sign of abuse , such as under 20 year -olds sharin g their
friends ' drinks , they will allow only legal drinkers in.
The onl y person I talked to who was genuinely in
favor of the new drinking age was Scott Bolduc , who is a
co-owner of Bill's Lunch. He felt that the old drinkin g
age was damaging to the 15*16 year -olds. His argument
was tha t the drinking age has to include people two years
younger.
The bar at Bill's is open only to Colby students ,
those who con legally drink. The restaurant Is open to
the general publics minors obviousl y will not be served
alcohol. Scott Bolduc didn 't feel that the restaurant
Continued on page four

/ cannot surrender my principles , though tbe
whole world voted them down. I can mak e no
compromise between truth and error, even though
my life be tbe alt erna tive. —Elijah Parish Lovejoy
By now everyone on the Colby campus has
heard the name "L ovejoy ." However, not many of
us realize who he was or what he did to achieve a
degre e of immortality . Being that Monday , N ov. 7,
is the 140th anniversary of his death , it is fitting
that a little time and space be devoted to meditation
up on tlie man , his prin cip les, and his sacrifice.
from Wat erville (Colby )
Lovejoy gra du
Heated
was
a preacher and saw the
College in 1826^
newspaper as the best medium for expressi ng his
beliefs. Lovejoy found ed die Obs erver , a religiou s
newspaper , in St. Louis , Mo. , (a slave state).
Shor tly thereafter , because lie spoke out against
slavery, a belief not holding with his religious convictions , he and his paper were under constant
attack. Even a move to the free state of Illinois
couldn 't stop th ose who would silence the opponents of slavery. Undaunted, Lovejoy kep t on
edi torializin g and publishing until an angry mob
set fire to his offices and presses , makin g him a
mar tyr to the freedom of men , and America 's
first mart yr to freedom of the press.
From Nov. 4, to Nov. 6, in t he Des Peres
Church in St. Lou is, Lovejoy 's parish from 1834 to
1836 , a commemora tive symposium is to be held.
Continued on page four
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EDITOR IALS

All letters must be stgned and submitted by
Monday evening. Names will be withheld upon re
auest.

IFC Controversy : To The Source
This week there are four letters concerned with an editorial which appeared in last week's issue, entided "IFC: Broken Promises?" The letters question the accuracy of the ECHO's claims. We address ourselves
to these letters, because we now feel that it is our integrity which is at stake.
A reporter is in no way bound to reveal his or her sources. We make am exception in this case, in an
effort to clear the air surrounding this controversial editorial. The seed of the editorial canoe from an October 24,
Stu—A meeting, at which Director of Student Activities, Pat Chasse, along with various members of Stu—A , expressed their disappointment with the way Octoberfest was run. Chasse spoke of the endangerment of future
Carnivals, due to the breach of rules that occured during Octoberfest. In a follow-up interview with Chasse, he
restated his sentiments and concerns . In no way were the claims made by the ECHO unwarranted.
In the course of one week, the ramifications of the editorial were felt. Indignant fra.ternity members
expressed outrage, citing incompetence and lack of judgement on the part of the ECHO. Chasse's letter this week
is an oversimplification of the issue which casts aspersions on the ECHO's credibility.
The ECHO gave enough thought to the situation.
Among the accusations made aginst the ECHO,*have been claims of irresponsible researching, and the
sentiment that we've become a voice of the Dean's Office. To this we object wholeheartedly.
The incident in question is a perfect example. If our research methods are suspect , why then , do
none of these letters answer up to our charges. The ECHO is in no way speaking for Eustis. We are a student
newspaper dedicated to the students of Colby College. However, it is a mistake to think that we are afraid to res
• pond to wrong-doing where it affects the students. In this instance, we felt it was a question of the students'
welfare, and all our sources pointed in the same direction.
The ECHO will continue to act in the best interests of the student bod y. In the case of "IFC: Broken Promises?" our mistake was in taking the word of an administrator too literally.

Prof iciencyTests: Take Another Look
Colby is a liberal arts school not a center of specialized learning. The purpose of a liberal arts institution is to produce well-rounded graduates. As incoming freshme n, all students are permitted to prove proficiency for placement in areas such as forei gn languages, mathematics and English.
The Physical Education department recendy voted to end proficiency testing retroactively, reasoning
that those people who passed would avoid physical activity and that the Physical Education Department's job
was to keep people active.
Students -who are good at a life sport did not reach that level accidentally. They achieved it through
hard work. They practice. They enjoy the sport. They utilize the facilities to their personal advantage.
We agree that the more sedentary student needs a good kick to stay active ; physical activity is important for good health. But why penalize the student who already plans a part of his time for keeping active?
Why should he be more restricted in his spare time? There is probably something else that he might like to do
to round out his Colby experience.
If the Physical Education Department is going to make this subjective jud gment without student input of any kind , we must protjest. And if this measure is to be made retroactive - that is, app licable to all students immediately instead of starting with next year 's freshman class - we must wonder whether or not this is
keeping with traditional Colby policy .

IFC:

Futu re Good Faith

To the Editor:
I, too, was aware of violations of the new
guidelines for the use of alcohol that took place
during the Oktoberfest (ECHO editorial, Oct. 27).
In every possible instance , these problems were
addressed directly with the appropriate individuals
the following Monday.
We are all aware that the change in attitudes and
habits necessitated by these guidelines and the new
state law is not easy to achieve. It will take time
and there will be mistakes.
Given the facts that it was Homecoming-a
weekend when by tradition there has been more
drinking than we would care to have—and that it
was the final legal opportunity for 18 and 19-yearold students to drink, there was a certain positive
spirit of cooperation by most students that must
be recognized and commended.
Instances of disruption and destruction that
have plagued the campus in the recent past were
not in evidence. Where there were transgressions-,
I could not solely condemn the IFC. Some violations were beyond the immediate and easy control
of the fraternity leadership. For example, there
is much evidence to show that returning alumni
were among the offenders.

Applications are now being accepted for
editorships for the spring semester. Interest ed
students sh ould submit a double-s paced
typewritten explanation of thei r goals and
background no longer than one page in length
to David P. Linsky , Editor-in-Chief. All
positions are open to any member of the
student body. Questions should be addressed
to the Editor-in-Chief.
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For the most part, good faith was exhibited.
I particularly applaud the members of the Student
Association, the dorm staff , the ECHO, and
many other students on this campus who have displayed responsibility <and leaderehip in helping to
address the real issue which is the need for more
. good sense in the use of alcohol at Colby.
Now that the law has officially changed,
and as we become adjusted to the hew policies and
procedures, the IFC and the individual fraternities
will, of course, be tested. ' It is much too early to
$) say that they have failed.
Earl H. Smith
Dean cf Students

IFC : Successfu l O ktoberfest
To the Editor :
Since the publication of the "IFC: Broken
Promises" editorial, in the October 27th issue of the
ECHO, several members of the Colby community have approached me concerning my views on the recent. Homecoming "Oktoberfest. " I was on campus during the night <
the Oktoberfest and made several observations concerning the event. My comments at the Stu-A
meeting of October 24th were mostly rhetorical, in
that I was not condemning any individual or group
for Oktoberfest's shortcomings, but was questioning
the viability of giving responsibiltiy for such an event
-or larger ones-to any organization that was not
as concerned about details of agreements as they
should be.
The Oktoberfest was, I feel , quite successful in
achieving the type of social atmosphere it sought.
There were none of the destructive or rowdy inci- ,
dents which have marred some past events ; and those
who attended seemed to enjoy themselves. The
initiative of the IFC in undertaking the organization
of this event , despite obstacles such as the new alcohol policy, is commendable. The real problem
might be one of semantics: how literally are rules
and agreemen ts to be taken ? If we are operating
under different sets of definitions, then members
of the IFC are justifiably insulted for being criticized
since they met the conditions of the agreements as
they defined them. Unfortunately, my definitions
for the same terms are not the same , and I hope we
can work out a mutual lexicon so that future
misunderstandings are avoided.
I do not feel that the carnivals are in danger
of extinction, by any means. It may be healthier,
socially and politically , to forge a new, more ecumen
ical committee to run each of the carnivals, rather
than burden a single organization with all of the
responsibility. If any Colby person , regardless of
sex, race , religion, or place of residence would
like to help with such a mammoth undertaking,
please get in touch with me so we can get things
undbrway. On to Winterfest!
Sincerely,
Pat C ha sse
D irector of Stu dent Activities

U

IF C President Responds
To th e E d itor :

I am writing in response to the editorial in
the ECHO last week entitled: "IFC: Broken Promises." To begin with, I was surprised to see the
IFC get credit for something in your paper , even
though we got it for being irresponsible. I have to
say that you people really do not know what is
going on around this campus. The Oktoberfest
idea originated in a meeting ot the IFC. We thought
it would be a good idea to rut on a good bash
before the liquor ago changed. We made plans and
then asked Stu-A fdr somo money since we were
pu tting it on for the student body. Four-fifth s of
tho money was donated by the fraternities. In fact ,
after we ran out of beer a couple of the fraternity
Presidents got together and bought six more kegs
out of their own fraternity pockets. A couple of
weeks1 ago the front page headline of the ECHO road
tfc'Stu-A backs Oktoberfest." How do you figure it?

As for the breaking of promises to the harm
of the student body. I got no call from Dean
Smith after the party and .this would indicate to
me that we did not jeopardiz e the good times of
the student body. If you ask^the Dean of Students
about the situation I am sure he has a different
viewpoint than what you portrayed the status of the
3FC as. If the Dean of Students says the party
went OK then why does the student newspaper
have to make a big stink?
t
Our history of breaking promises. Ask Pierce
Archer and Sue Benson who busted their butts for
a month before that carnival- Ask them who really
ran the carnival! Does the IFC exist? Ask Stu-A if
the carnival was a success. Ask the student body.
Do you get the impression that you have ruined my
day? You have said we are not acting in the interests of the student body. We went though all
the" formal procedures to get that party through and
then we kept in contact with the Dean of Students
to make sure that we were not doing anything to
hurt either the student body or us. Why did you
print that article? Why the big change in publicity
for us? Did "deep throat " give you a big scoop
on us or are you trying to cause a big stir and get
people upset just like a true muckraker should?
One thing you said had some sort of source.
You said - the student body should take a good look
at the IFC. Many people do not like the fraternities
on this campus and many are justified in feeling
that way. What are we going to do about that? I can
assure ycu that the fraternities are not going anywhere. Liquor change or not, the frats will always
have a place on this campus. Some people might
think w« should just cut them off as much as possible. Maybe not publicize them as doing anything
good for the campus. Give them an honest shot
at things, but only a trial run. I question if that
is the way people feel and if not, how do people
feel?
The frats contain over 30 percent of the
males on campus and a great deal of the day to day
social life revolves around them. I read an article
in the ECHO a couple of weeks ago that said that
Ron Graham and the ECHO were concerned with
getting some student opinion on things happening
around campus. I thought about why they do not
get so much opinion. I thought about why my
friends do not really get involved. Then I thought
about the fraternities and their relation to Stu-A and
the student body. I thought the best thing to do
would be to get the two groups together somehow.
Since the fraternities are such a big part of this
campus and since there is a real barrier between the
frats and some people on campus , why doesn't
Stu-A amend their Constitution and make a position of a person whose major responsibility is
to r epresent th e f ratern ities? In fact , why not
expand the Stu-A to all parts of the cam pus?
People need a voice. It gives them an incentive
to get involved , to communicate. The way things
have been going all the calls are long distance and
the message is we'll see you in a couple months.
My last remarks go to the Echo. Before you
go of f making remar k s a b out organ izat ions with out
researching the facts you had better remember that
you are not all-knowing and most of all that those
organizations are filled with people. People who may
have worked hard and who have not reached that
apex of perfection that you so dearly strive for .
Sincerely ,
Torn Gilligan
Presi d ent , IFC

IF C Res p onsibili t ies
To th e E ditor:

In your last editorial, you pointed out how little
the IFC had to do with the planning and running of tlie
lost Spring Carnival. The ECHO did not research this
claim adequately because in fact, the IFC was responsible
for a great deal' of the weekend's activities. The all-day
presentation .of live music on frat row was due solely to
the efforts of tho IFC. Also, the beer that was enjoyed
by everyone was made possible by the IFC. In addition,
scheduling and prizes were handled by the IFC. In tho
future , I would a ppreciate a closer look at the facts , by
the ECHO before it criticizes a job that was done woll.
Ron Davids , TDP

Maisel Stay H ome
To the Editor:
After reading the interview with Sandy Maisel in last
week's issue, I have decided that Sandy is not fit to be a
Congressman from Maine. I hope he sticks to academia
because in that position he will be both a hel;p to Colby and
to the state of Maine.
Maisel lacks the experience and education needed to
be a qualified Congressman — he's obviously mot in tune
with the state of Maine enough to adequately represent us.
He is not a native of the state of Maine and he hasn't been
in Maine long enough, to know how we natives feel. When
we elect a U.S. Congressman from Maine, we want representation for Maine, and to represent Maine one has to
know, live and feel Maine inside and out.
Sandy Maisel strikes me as a pompous person. He
has to be, to think that lie learned more about the U.S.
Congress in nine months than Congressman Emery has in
three years. Sandy thinks there are two Main.es -the poor
and the rich! Does this make Maine an unusual state? No.
Sandy has to learn more about the workings of the state
than this fact. He has to spend time observing and learning how these two groups intermingle.
Stay at Colby, learn more about the state he wants
to represent and then maybe he'll be a qualified U.S. Congressional candidate. Until then, stay on Mayflower Hill.
Let Capitol Hill wait.
Sincerely,
Jay Moody '80
P.S. Articles such as these improve the ECHO-keep it up!

Torres Gripes
To the Editor:
I am now at Colby for my sixth semester: two
full years and two fall semesters. As according to the
regulations, I am about to begin my fourth Jan Plan.
Apparently I am doing penance for Harmon Kadiddlehopper, wlio spent three years, here-two full years plus
two spring semesters, and, as according to the rules, two
Jan Plans.
Another institutionalized absurdity here is the fact
that I am charged $20.00 for keeping a car here for one
semester, and everyone else pays $20.00 for t-wo semesters. My car takes lip the normal amount of spaceperhaps it uses twice as much time: I haven't noticed
that I'm getting unduly old or mature. I know that the
usurious rate is not because my car is twice as ugly as
all the others, for I kept an ugly car here for two semesters last y ear : cost $ 1 0.00.
If the chairman feels that students want big name
performers here, may I suggest that he give them a map
of the roads to UMO, UNH, Lewiston or Port lan d? I' d
prefer smaller, less expensive shebangs every weekend ,
in Foss or Dana , the Lof t , wherever. Go to Boston and
leave me to my more piteous pleasures.
Who is Earl Smith and why is he doing such nasty
things to the f raternities ? Wh ose id ea was it to publish
the claim that there would be no outside drinking during
Oktoberfest? That' s what Oktoberfest is all about-the
claim (rule?) is unenforcable anyway. Why must we ask
permission of anyone to have a party in our own fraternity house? Does anyone really believe that frosh won't
drink, that upperclass people will (or would) stop them?
Or that tho Liquor Commission cares what goes on in the
ivory hill? If they d o, let them deal with it. Bring the
firo inspector up to talk to IFC. But let's not make
unenforca ble rules which cause strife and make us all
look silly.
Should tho Supreme Court rulo against Bakko?
Absolutely not. The Constitution says that all must be
treated equal: I am not to be held responsible for the
sins of my fellow white man in past ages. If the people
feel thnt justice is served by discriminating fof minorities,
pass a now bill to this effect-but don't tamper with the
master document which must remain above tlie contingencies of social change. Partisan interpretations must be
kept in tho House and out of the Supremo Court.

Peter Torres

LETTERS-

To the Editor:
I confess that I am mostly amoral. I make few invidious distinctions about many matters. Those subjects
include height and reach of income. Color of skin pig;
ment. Occupation. Which historical generation. Which
state.
I prefer my moderate income. I prefer familial
things. I prefer my own generation. That sort of matter
Mostly, as I have said, I am amoral. I have the unAmerican habit of caring very, very little where I am. My
family and I have lived in deepest Maine since August of
1955. We have m oved away from Waterville and its immediate area few times. At least , few times compared to
most Watervillians.
It makes scantest difference to me whether I mix,
with an adult, child, man or woman. I like to mix, but
like many others, I have few preferences with whom so
long as the mixing is interesting to me and one or two
others at the time. This statement mixes with Auden's
Christmas oratorio , "For The Time Being".
My wife and I and a few friends like to chat nonobjectively. We wander oyer a subject that crops up at

the last possible moment as we mix in very small groups,
privately, with little fanfare.
It is amoral, I guess, to care not a whit whether
someone is white, grey, yellow, pink, blue, black or some
other shade. If I err, I prefer white only because it is
least unfamiliar, or most familiar.
I care not a twig what a fellow's income is. While
I like the moderate one earned in ray family, I have no
envy for those who earn more or less. Look what earning less does to them. Look what earning more seems to
do. Of course, I have defined our family's customary income as moderate, as in the middle as familial, as what
we are customarily used to balancing, to behaving with.
We sparely keep in the black because we don't want to
owe anyone much or anything if we can possibly avoid
owing. That is a sort of moral outrage to m ost economists these years. I confess that. I also confide to the
millions that we rest amoral as we can in this so utterly
moralistic and segregationLstic United States.
Being becomingly amoral means to be as amoral as
possible with relatives and neighbors who are. often rather
unduly moralistic. That's a lot to swallow, but it is so.
It is about 'so' and the sewing in E equals MC squared
which Einstein so invented as a speculation. .
I love being , an American these fifty-odd years.
Mostly, I love being an American because I am used' to
loving in the disciplined amoral way. Had I been born a
Frenchman, I would have loved France. Had I been born
on a stork's back onto Italy , I would have loved being a
becomingly amoral Italian. Familiarity gets us to rational

• Stu-A

• Dri nking Age

On Being Amoral

Continued on page f our
IFC President Tom Gilligan protested complaints
made at last week's Stu-A meeting about the handling of
the Oktoberfest celebration. Concern was shared by Gilligan and Stu-A members over the possible effects of the
Oktoberfest on future all-campus parties. Since no one
could effectively report administration opinion on the
matter, it was suggested that a group representing the
fraternities, Stu-A, the ECHO, and possibly one or two
other 'organizations meet with Dean of Students Earl
H. Smith. Graham promised to app roach Smith about
setting up such a meeting.
Board of Trustees Reresentatives Chris Noonan and
Dan Hoefle reported that the recommendations of the
Health Committee have been approved by the Board and
that a new assistant to Dr. Dore will be appointed. The
assistant will be primarily concerned with women's
health problems.
Interviews for committee positions are planned,
according to Mohel, with applicants for the Educational
Policy Committee to be interviewed Tuesday, Nov. 1„
those for the Administrative Committee on Wednesday,
and all others to follow within the next few weeks. All
applicants will be contacted as to the time of their
interview.
Delay in the EPC treatment of the Pass/Fail issue
was reported with blame being placed on the Subcommit
tee on Graduation Requirement which must submit its
own report before any further action can be taken. The
Subcommittee plans to submit its report in December.
Next week's meet ing will be held in Champlin
Lounge at 9t00 Monday evening.

Continued f r o m page one
his business. . If 18 year-olds are given the dubious privilege of voting and the burden of military service, then
they can handle the responsibility of drinking.
Understandably, he is also concerned about his business, which he feels could suffer under the new law. He
is a member of the Main e Restaurant Association, which
is at present trying to organize a petition which would
require 36,000 signatures of registered Maine voters.
They will take the petition to the Legislature through
the Lobby to initiate a referendum on the drinking age.
For the present, however, the drinking age is 20 and
it will be enforced seriously. The only words of comfort
are that the owner of Silver Street feels that it's just as
embarrassing to ask for an ID as it is to be asked. Nevertheless, in a week's time we should know what kind of
action students can take to improve the situation.

• Lovejoy

Lecture Toni g ht
John Carman, director of the Center for the Study
of W orld Religions and professor of comparat ive religions
at Harvard University, will lecture on "God, Supreme Yet
Accessible ! Understanding Ramanuja's Theology" at 8PM
t onight in Lovejoy 100.
An ordained American Baptist minister, Professor
Carman has writte n extensively on Hindu life and thought,
t he relat ions b etw een Christ ians and Hindus, and on Christiantheological interpretations of religion,
Born in Ongole, India, Professor Carman earned his
do ct orat e and master 's degrees at Yale Graduate School
and a bachelor of divinity degree at Yale Divinity School.
His presentation at Colby is sponsored by the department of reli gion and phil osophy.
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Continued fro m page one
Among th ose invited to speak is Colby President
Robert E.L. Strider., He will b e addressing the
symposium on the "Lovejoy Tradition. " Other
speeches include ! "The Politics of Lovejoy," "Celia
Lovejoy, the Forgotten Woman ," and "Lovejoy
and the First Ammendment."
The symposium is b eing hosted by the Des
Peres Presby te rian Church, The Elijah Parish Lovejoy
Society of St. Louis, and the History Committee of
Southeast Missouri. Th ese groups feel that Lovejoy's
post in St. Louis has been relatively obscure , and
b elieve that now is an opportune t ime to enlighten
the public.
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ize loving or liking the lovable and likable. I have asked
Karl Mannheim of Man and Society in the Age of Reconstruction. Also I have inquired of Thomas Van De Velde's _
Ideal Marriage. Etc. A few bibles such as those two mentioned.
I am incapable now that I am the odd-fiftyish creature tliat I am of making invidious distinctions between
clans or nationalities or religious sects. All appear to mv
purblind eyes as rather equal, rather satisfactory, rather
familiar.
While I get on in the late, late twentieth century,
this is more a habit and accomodation to the perplexing
and the semiunfamiliar than it is anything else.
I was trained in fifteen schools, colleges, and universities to become becomingly amoral. , I am crediting
them. I am grateful to them. I believe the fifteen took
me on a yearning flight to be as amoral as I could conceivably and thoughtfully be.
I am as contented as I believe that I might be under
the odd circumstances. This contentment is occasionally
seamed and rethreaded and resewn. Mostly I find most
things odd , while marvelous. The oddness and the marvel
somewhat combine. In physics this might be termed
"complementareity." I am not certain of that , being becomingly under-versed in physics.
I love amorality. Perhaps the pathetic fallacy is that
I am measly used to it. I am not sure about that. Be that
.
.
as it may . .
Sincerely,
Professor David Gordon Bridgman
American History

Proposed Ref e re n dum
The Student Association Representative Assembly
An assembly will be established, consisting of one
person for every dormitory or fraternity. For dormitories
or fraternities with more than fifty students, one person
for every multiple of fifty will be elected by the dormitory or fraternity. One student for every fifty will be elected
from the commuter (off-campus) population. The assembly will have two functions:
1) it will collect and categorize opinions of the student body, and
2) it will disseminate information from the Public
Information Chairperson to the students in each
dormitory or fraternity.
The assembly will have at least one montly meeting.
The assembly will be chaired by the Public Information Chairperson who will report recommendations of the
assembly to the Student Association Executive Board . • The
Public Information Chairperson will also present all motions by a majority of a quorum of the assembly to the
Student Association Executive Board as motions. The assembly will establish its own operating procedures, whicli
at no time will be in opposition to Roberts Rules of Order-, and report the results and recommendations of the
meetings to the respective dormitories or fraternities (through
(throu gh the elected representatives). The Public Information Chairperson will distribute the Student Association
minutes for the past month 's meeting to the assembly
members ; likewise distributing minutes of the assembly's
meeting to the Student Association Execu tive Board.
The assembly will have tw o mand atory evaluat ions
subsequent to its inception in February, 1978. The first
will be in May, 1978, and it will consist of an inspection
of the assembly's status and effectiyeness. Recommendations with respect to the assembly's operat ion will be made
and those approved by the Student Association Executive
Board (within the constitutional guidelines) will be instituted. The second will ha in December, 1978, and it will
consist of a total Revaluation of the assembly as an institution ! the assembly will be subj ect at th at time ,by a
majority vote of the Student Association Execu tive Board ,
to a complete dissolu tion if it is deemed ineffective.

Indepe ndent Student Ph ys Ed
Status Described

To Stud y

by Sue-Ellen Shea
One aspect of financial aid which is widely misunderstood by the student body at Colby, is the concept
of the independent student.
A student cannot simply declare himself an independent student- According to Gary Weaver, individual
student status is, "based upon a student's eligibility
under criteria set up by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare." Weaver said that the criteria is a,
"uniform policy right across the board." The determination of independent student status has nothing to do
with family need.
H.E.W. recently revised its definition of an independent student. Three factors are considered in
determining a student's status. Classification as an
independent student requires the following:
1.) The student cannot be claimed for Federal
income tax purposes by any person other than the student
or the spouse for 2 calendar years prior to the academic
year for which aid is requested.
2.) The independent student cannot have lived with his/her parents for m ore than a total of six weeks
during any year that aid is requested.
J.) The student may not recieve more than. $600
from his parents during the year which financial aid is .
requested.
Once a student receives independent student status,
financial need is based on the individual stu dents income and assets. This determination no longer takes into
account the income of the students parents.

Proficie ncies
by Jane Eklund
Last spring, the Physical Education Department voted to eliminate proficiency tests, which exempted skilled
students from one semester of the required year of gym.
(ECHO, October 13)
Department Chairman Majorie Either explained that
the Physical Education faculty felt the exempted students were not using the facilities at the Field House and
not getting enough exercise.
In early October, Dean of F aculty Paul Jenson
agreed to look into the matter.
Either is currently researching tlie problem and , according to Jenson, a meeting to deal with the situation is
[ hoped for within a month.

Dean of Faculty Paul J enson

_.
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The Career Planning Office will be open during the
noon hours from Mon-Thurs., as well as 8:303-4:30.
Many graduate schools will be here to interview this
fall. See Career Planning Office, LllO, to sign for a time.
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6:30 & 3:30

YES! INTE RNATIONALLY KNOWN SPEED

READIN G COURSE WI LL BE TAUGHT IN THE WATERVILLE AREA.
If you are a student who would like to make A's
instead of B's or C's or if you are a business person who
wants to stay abreast of today's ever changing accelerat»g world ^cn <*"» course is an absolute necessity,
'
Thesc orientations are open to the public, above
age 14 (Persons under 18 should be accompanied by
parent if possible.)

National Reading Enrichment Institute, ( a nonprofit organization), will offer a 4 week course in speed
reading to a limited number of qualified people in the
WATERVILLE AREA. The Panoramic method of instruction is the most innovative and effective program available in the United States.
Not only does this famous course reduce your
time in the classroom to just one class per week for 4
shor t, weeks but it also includes an advanced speed
reading course on cassette tape so that you can continue
to improve for the rest of your life. In just + weeks the
average student should be reading 3-10 times faster.
In a few months some students are reading 20-30 times
faster attaining speeds that approach 6,000 words per
minute. In rare instances speeds of up to 20*000 words
per minute have been documen ted.

V-"

Our average graduate reads 3-10 times faster upon
completion with great ly increased comprehension an d
concentration.
For those who would like additional information,

a series of FREE one hour orien t at ion lectures have b een
!

O

scheduled. At these free meetings, the course will be
explained in comp let e det ail, including classroom procedures. inst ruction methods, class schedule and a special
introductory tuition th at, is one-half the cost of similor
courses. You must attend any of the meetings for imformation about classes.

¦

If V ou have ^ways wanted t0 bc a sPeed reader
ubut have found the coSt
P rohibitivc or the course too time

consuming.... now you can, just by attending 1 evening
per week for 4 short weeks, read 3-10 times faster, wi th
SreaW r comprehension and concentration.
, .

.
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The Student Association is looking for volunteers to
serve on a Winter Carnival Committee. All students are
welcome. If interested, contact Ron Graham, x 562; or
Pat Chasse, x290.

*

FfNAl MEETING

.

Thesc special FREE one-hour meetings will be held
at the following times and places.
THURSDAY N OV. 3 One kt 6:30 P.M. and again at
8:30 P.M.
THESE MEETI N.GS WILL BE HELD AT THOMAS
COLLEGE, WEST RIVER RD., WATERVILLE

If you are a businessman , studen t , housewife, or execu t ive,
t his course , which took years of intensive research to devC,0 is a must You can ««l 3 to 10 times faster, cornP'
P"hend morc ' conce"«ate better, and remember longer,
Thls cour8e can bc tau 8ht t0 industry or civic grou ps at
' Grou P Ratw ' u Pon rc<*uest ' t°^c?
Be surc t0 attcnd whichever
0
_e ONE
mJSSS , ^
?!! !.
™~
REMEMBER
TUITION
FOR THIS ™±.
COURSE IS
mLV THAT 0F SIMILAR COURSES , M ONEY SPENT
IN SELF-IMPROVEM ENT IS NOT AN EXPENSE, IT IS
AN INVESTMENT ( MAKE AN INVESTMENT IN Y OUR
FUTURE NOW.

^^

(A paid advertisement by the National Reading Enrichment Institute)
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Senor Plasencia
by Al J ones
Learning a forei gn language can often be dull and
tedious. It is rare to find a teacher who can make learning
a language an enjoyable and trul y profitable experience.
Gonzalo Plasencia happens to be one of those uni que
few. His enthusiasm is contag ious and creates a better atmosphere for learning.
Plasencia grew up in "El Barrio ," the Puerto Rican
section of New York City. After obtainin g his B.A.
fr om St. J ohn 's College in New York City, he continued
his education and received his M.A. from Brookl yn
College.

Before he came to Colby, Prof. Plasencia , who has
been teaching for ten years , taug ht at Central Long Island
University, Hofstra University and Queensborou gh College,
all in New York.
Because of Ms avid interest in sports , especiall y,
basketball and baseball , he has chosen as his doctoral
thesis "The Contemporary Hispanic Essay,"_ as it pertains
to sports and games in Hispanic cultures and coutries.
Plasencia has traveled thr ough many Hispanic
nations , and studied at the University of Madrid in
Spain for two years. He has also been to Mexico and . Venezuela. Anecdotes from his travels frequend y turn
up in his classes.
He finds the atm osphere and people at Colby very
congenial. "The ra pport between students and faculty

v
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Iwed.Ithu. I fri, [ sun*
Every cocktail you
buy not only makes
you feel better, but
it gives you another
chance to win our
Boston .Disco
Weekend for two.
Bottoms up.

Disco Demonstration Night. Learn to
Hustle, Bump and
Rope from our
disco specialists.
Everything you
need to know,from
the dance floor up.
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catch up on.

Wra p up another
weekend with
Something for
Nothing Night
One dollar admission gives
youa
chance to win gifts
up to $50.00. And
another shot to win
the Boston Disco
Weekend for two,

i

Monday and Tuesday -We're closed , Have a nice
work week Rest up for the weekend.
All the entertainment is brou ght to you live by
JOEY CARVALLO, one of Boston 's most popular
D.J.' s, spinning the latest disco discs. Come bump into someone exciting this weekend.
Down at Cecil B's.
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is excellent - much better than in lar ger schools, he said.
His students seem to find Spanish class interesting
and are willing to enter the give and take which he encourages. As one student aptly put it, "It 's great to have
teacher who's really into what he's teaching. All the
class is missing is the word bongas."
-

. ..

Ener gy Conservation
^

>

A task force created to promote energy conservation
among the nation 's colleges and universitie shas as a member H. Stanley Palmer , Colby plant engineer.
Founded two years ago in response to the national
fuel crisis, the Energy Task Force (ETF ) is the focal point
for energy matters pertaining to higher education. It facilitates information sharing, provides technical assistance ,
and promotes education throug h lectures and workshops.
Among other accomp lishments , the organization
published for the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) a
set of guidelines used nationally, Energy Conservation on
Campus.
"There was a real need, and the guidelines have been
well received ," says Palmer , who has been plant engineer
since 1972. .
ETF is sponsored joindy by the American Council
on Education (ACE), the National Association of College
and University Business Officers (NACUBO), and the
Association of Physical Plant Administrator s of Univer sities and Colleges (APPA). It is supported throug h grants
from the Exxon Corporation , IBM. federal projects , and
the sponsoring societies.
The task force , says Palmer , is now exploring the technical feasibility of portable energy diagnostic systems that
would measu re the energy use of buildings , and is in the
process of contracting a stud y on how current codes and
regulations affect energy use.
Other institutions represented on ETF are G eorgetown University, University of Texas, Texas A & M , Duke ,
University of Washington , and Michi gan State University.
Reviewing his partici pation and the committee 's
work , Palmer says , "Professionally, it has been very satisfying. Peop le have been enth usiastic about wh at we 've
done. "
L

J

Camp us J o bs
by Sue-Ellen Shea
Recendy the ECHO interviewed Gary Weaver , assistant to the director of financial aid on career counseling, on
the subject of campus jobs. At the semester 's outset , the
campus job situation appeared to be a little tighter than in
pr evious year s. Yet, according to Weaver , there has been
"a small increase in the absolute number of campu s jobs. "
Weaver stat ed that all financial aid students " now have
campus jobs who want them. " In September , twenty -five
financial aid studen ts were placed on a waiting list for employment. As of .this date they are all working in some capaci ty. Only 3% of all campus jobs are now held by nonfinancial aid students.
Student employment at Colby is limited to jobs right
on campus. While larger universities are able to place stu- .
dents in non-profi t organizations for employment , Weaver
stated that Colby is not "staffed to do so."
Durin g the summer, however, some studen ts are
awarded college work study (C W-S) irom Colby, in
order to work for a public , non-profi t organization. Colby
uses its federal CW-S awards and pays 80% of the students '
salaries. The rema ining 20% is made up by t he inst itut ion
itself.
The Financial Aid office follows the U.S. Dept. of
Healt h, Educa tion and Welfare guidelines for selecting students who are eligible to receive this CW-S money . These \
cri teria arei 1) hi gh financial need and 2) ability of the
student to find employment, The maximum CW-S mone"
that Colby will allocate to any one studen t is $800 v

_

CEC Fo cus: Fruits Of the Lan d
by Linda Page
The apple cider pressing activity sponsored by the
CEC on Saturday, Oct. 15, was an all around success.
About twenty students picked , cranked, and pressed and
drank cider, all on a rainy Saturday afternoon in Vassalboro, courtesy of Prof, and Mrs. Hogendorn. The weather
didn 't dissipate the high spirit of the event a bit, and
although the temperature was a bit chill y, feelings were
warm all around. I have rarely seen a more eager group
of Colby students. All efforts were cooperative ones,
going off without even a hitch, and just that realization
multiplied my delight one hundred fold.
For those of you who missed it, there is good
reason to believe that this unique day was the initiation
of a new tradition. The day began with a briefing by
Prof. Hogendorn on the various aspects and fine points
of cider making. Every year he and his family fill a barrel obtained from a winery in Gardiner, Maine, and allow
it to ferment with some help from raisins, sugar, and
yeast. The metamorphosis is incredible ! A sweet, murky
brown draught becomes clear , yellow, and slightly bubbly
It is advisable to consume the finished product in limited
quantities, although some of us found ourselves tempted
to do otherwise. In return for out lessons and samples,
we were expected to fill next years barrel. Prof. Hogendorn was extremely generous to offer the group all of the
extra apples, and sweet cider that we could bear to take
back with us.
Within minutes of our arrival, ten eager pickers in
yellow rain slickers and other appropriate gear were lost
among the trees. Boxes of radiant apples began to
pile up in front of the large bam, seeming all the brighter
in the overcast suroundings. I stepped back into the

f g / g g g f gttt
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orchard to snatch a photograph, and the scene took on
the appearance of a huge cornucop ia filled with activity.
Glowing apples poured forth in abundance, elf-like friends
were framed by the open door, absorbed in their work
and play.
It took an individual with a willing heart , back, and
arms to keep the handcranked grinder turning. The hand
powered grinder-press is the focus of the cider making
process. The group hovered about it, tending to its insatiable jaws with boxes of app les. The ground product
sputtered and cascaded out to a container below. The full
container is then slid to the other end of a lower platform , where another mechanism on the machine is used
to press the pulp. The press is also turned by manpower.
The cider is then strained several times, to clear it of foam
and seeds. Our next step was to mix it by the bucket for
fermentation, then it was poured into a wooden wine barrel in the basement.
Activity never slacked off a bit until 4:30, then the
word came from the person running the mixture to the
barrel in the basement—It's full! We completed the day
by pressing some cider to bring back, and with a relaxed
buffet and party our day was complete. I arrived home
quite worn and content , with my trophies and vivid memories that have not faded. I know many look forward to
sampling the fruits of their labors next year, when nature
has had time to take her course.
What inspired all of this passionate activity? I'd like
to add a personal note on that. I believe that the feelings if not the details, may be common to many of us
who enjoy activities like cider making.
I have always found great satisfaction in sharing
the work and produce of our family garden. "Pick your
own" has a magical attraction for me. Even more fun is
recognizing and harvesting wild foods. Since I have been
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at Colby, I have had several new "harvesting" experiences. The first was -the revival of the CEC maple sugaring operation in March 1975. This has become one of
my favorite things, free for the taking, right across the
road from the Colby campus! All the tastier and more
precious because we worked for it, and shared it. The
activity p rovides us with a great inspiration to get out
and around in a seaon that is usually classed between
winter and mud.
. I have been introdu ced to, or have taken the liberty
of introducing myself to cattails (boiled), fiddlehead ferns,
wild mint and clover blossom tea, winter green, wild grapes,
and the wonderful variety of apples that grow conveniently along some of my favorite paths at Colby. My room
has at various times served as a yogurt factory and a sprout
farm.
For anyone in New England, it is obvious that autumn
is special. In anticipation of harsh winters, many plants
produce their ripe and finished fruits and seeds during
this season. Our lives depend on this produce. For those
who live close to the land, the fall is traditionally a time
of work, harvest, feasting, and plenty. For many of us
this aspect of the season is something we relate to the
Pilgrims and the story of the first Thanksgiving.
It is hard not to notice the abundance of acorns and
flyaway milkweed in this season. The corn is tall, delicate
crops are-picked before the killing frost arrives. Fat pumpkins brighten fields, stoops, and windows. And leaves
aren't the only things turning bright and falling from the
trees.
Before I came to Maine I had never dreamed of making
apple cider myself. Every wonderful autumn, I could never
get enough of the sweet, refreshing liquid before the
seasons end. In 1976, I attended a class party hosted
by the Hogendorris. All the elements were there: a most
wonderful old hand crank cider press, in an huge old barn,
and there was my own desire.
Dormant for nearly two years, the generosity of the
Hogendorns, a good harvest of apples, and an active CEC
collaborated to make my dream come true. Now I feel
as if our cooperative efforts are likely to be the initiation
of a tradition. Even though I will be graduating this
year, I am excited at the thought.
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art =
=
An Artist 's View

Desire Un der The Elms
To Premiere
Featuring actor-in-residence Will Hussing and directed by Irving Suss, Desire Under the Elms is an authentic
American tragedy. In texture it has much the same feel
as Grant Wood's "American Gothic", but it opens the
doors of that portrait to reveal the steaming rivalries, the
overwhelming sexuality that explodes behind the wooden,
stolid exterior. The play opened in 1924, a time moreSqueamish than our own, and there were those that corisidwed it "sordid" because it does not back off from the explicit portrayal of raw passion.
Desire Under the Elms, with its strange comic underpinning, is set in the close confines of a New Epgland farm
house to which 76 yearold Ephraim Cabot returns with
his bride Abbie, who is less than half his age. In the house
brooding over his father's cruel injustice to his mother, is
Eben, about to test his strength against Ephraim. The woman and the farm are the pnze.
The play will be produced on the 3,4 and 5 of November. Tickets cost $3.50 for general admission and $1.50
for students. They are available at the box office prior to
the shows. Curtain time is 8:_HL

by Barbara Shemin

A dramatic pause in tbe actio **,

Photo by Hugh Gregg

Last Sunday I went to visit Dianne Hooper , one of
Maine's most prominent artists. I have always had a rojmantic view of the artist-as-bohemian , starving in an attic,
living only for his art. Mrs. Hooper is not th at. She is
an artist who very much does her work for others andshe lives in a house in West Auburn.
Mrs. Hooper is a landscape artist working exclusively in watercolors. Not knowing anything about art,
she reminds me veiy much of Wyeth. There is the
same exactness, concern with detail, a .precision beyond
{what the eye sees. One can sense every blade of grass,
yet there is a sense of blending, fusion about each work
that adds to the mood of her paintings. Mrs. Hooper
will do many studies of the same landscape. "I try to
capture the mood rather than place," she says. Perhaps
she paints nature as she feels it should be, rather than as
it is.
MLrs. Hooper was born in Massachusetts and went
to the Oak Grove School in Vassalboro . Later she
studied art at UNH and feels her formal training was
ix help but not necessary. She has lived in Mauie and
been painting for twenty years. She has tried to develop
jher own distinct style and therefore has never studied
under one artist.

ARTS
A scene f r o m "Desire "

annou ncing.
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Pho to by Hugh Gregg
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On Sunday, November 6, Stu^-A films will present
"Spellbound" by Alfred Hitchcock at 7:00 pm and
"1,000 Clowns" by Fred Coe at 9:00 pm. Both films
will be in Lovejoy 100 and admission will be charged.
On Friday, Nov . 4, the Russian Club will sponsor
"Ballad of the Soldier" at 7:00 in Lovejoy 100.

On November 6, a Vesper Concert will feature a
Acuity music program of high calibre. Jean Rosenblum,
who has been a flute instructor at Colby f or many years ,
wiinj e ploying the flutes accompanied by Peter Greenwood on"guitar. Mr. Greenwood teaches guitar during
)tn Plan, and has done so for several years.
,
The two have written a book together called
The Rosewood Book. The book traces music for flute
and guitar, ranging from the eighteenth through to the
twentiedi century.
The program will be given in Lorimer Chapel at
4PM on Sunday, N ovember 6 and should be an entertaining performance.

Stu-A films will present "Easy Rider " starring Jack
Nicholson and Peter Fonda. The film will be shown
November 9 at 8:00pm in Lovejoy 100, Admission will
be charged.

Al Corey

M usk Center

Frankly interested in the economics of her work ,
Mrs. Hooper prefers to paint what sells. She admits that
she would hate to have to live solely on her earnings.
When asked if she felt that the government should support the arts more, Mrs. Hooper said that she had never
given it much thought but it sounded like a go od idea.
Interestingly, considering that mu ch of her subject matter is country scenes, barns, fields , meadows,
she does not find living in Maine particularly inspiring.
She misses the contact with other artists. She has
painted many scenes from Cape Cod, especially lighthou ses.
Mrs. Hooper has won numerous prizes. Most
recently her paintings were on display in the State
House in Augusta. She exhibits in many private galleries and can always be found at the Portland Sidewal k
[Art Festival held the third weekend in August.
For myself, I was deligh ted wit h her sense of
humor. She told me that she started painting in wa ter
color because when her children were smaller they
would ruin tlie oil paintings before they had a chance to
dry. Now' she prefenv water color because of its delicacy
and. precision. "But I prefer to paint on sunny days,"
she said with a^milej "or else I stand with a h air brush
for hours. "
This lack of self-abso rption is reflected in her
delicate, fresh studies of the natural world. She hangs
none of her own paintings in her house, but it is
filled with the work of other artists.
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—- music =
An Evening
With Anderson

^.

Alistair Anderson , master of die English concertina
and Northumbrian smallpipes, will be performing on
Monday November 7th at 8 P.M. in the Lorim er Chapel
on the campus of Colby College , Waterville , Maine.
Mr. Anderson is easly capable of captivating an audi ence for an entire evening with his entertainin g and knowledgeable manner and enthusiatic performance.
' This evening of tradi tional British Isles music, combined with classical and ragtime offerings , promises to be
a memorable occasion.

•* .
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Alistair Anderson and bis pipes
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J azz Comes
To Colby
On Saturday November 5 th at 8: P.M. in Given
Auditoriu m, the Social Life Committee will present an
evening of jazz music featuring guitarist Pat Metheny
and his group.
Metheny was drawn to the jazz guitar at the age
of thirteen when he saw the orig inal Gary Burton Quartet
in concert in Kansas City in 1967. Within three short
years , he was playing clubs , television, and studio sessions
After graduatin g fr om high school , Metheny moved to
Florida and joined the facult y of the Studio Musi c and
J azz Department of.the University of Miami.
Dates with Pearl Bailey and Louis Bellson, Ira
Sulliv an , Delia Reese, Tom J ones and Mari lyn Maye ,
were inters persed with Metheny 's teaching in Miami. He
also served on the faculty , of the National State Band
Camps , teachin g at colleges and universities around the
country during the summer months. At the age of
nineteen , in 1973 - six years after first hearin g Burton
play — Pat Meth eny joined the Gary Burton Quartet.
Pat is featured on the two most recent Burto n
releases: Ring, with Eberh and Weber and Drea ms So
Real, a recording of the music of Carta Bley. He has also
perfor med and recorded with Hubert Lewis, C la rk Terry ,
and Paul Bley and in 1976, while still a member of the Gary
Bur ton Quarte t, he released his first album as a leader ,
"Bri ght Size Life ,"
" Brigh t Size Life " features ori ginal Metheny compositions. He is joined on the album by two of his closest
friends: bassist J aco Pastorius , currentl y with Weather Report , and Gary Bur t on 's drummer , Bob Moses. The album
is also marked by Metheny 's uni que tuning for the electric
12-strmg guitar.
On stage, Pa t is backed up by th ree other musicians.
Lyle Mays , on drams , was featured on Pat 's second album
"Wa tercolors. " Mark Egan , on electric bass , played and
toured with Dave Sanborn , Deoda ta , The Pointer Sisters ,
and others before joining the Methen y grou p and Dan Gottlieb , on drums , was also featured on "Wa t ercolors " and
has recorded with Gary Bur ton and Hubert Laws.
Pa t attributes the distinctive quality of his music' to
his roots in Missouri r "I' m anxious to play music that reflects that I' m from a small, very laid-back , midwestern
town , This isn 't to say that my music will bc really quiet
or anything, bu t I like to think that it has a very rural
qual ity to it. . . I think "friendly " mig ht be a better word .
This feeling, in conjunc tion with my rather complex musical forms , makes an in teres t ing blend of sophis tication
and just-plain-down-homeness ."
Tickets are $2.00 and will be available at the door ,
starting at 7:30 p.m,

litemiLue

|

Science fiction writer and editor Fr edenk Pohl will discuss
the science fiction phenomenon from "Star Trek to Star
Wars " Thurs day, Nov. 3 , at 8 p.m. at the University of '
Jfai neat Augusta AucUtoriufti .
Sponsored by the FORUM-A regional coordinating council for the arts , Pohl' s talk will include
discussion of various types of science fiction and the
growing popularity of science fiction itself.
The former president of the Science Fiction
Writers of America, Pohl is Bantam Books' science
fiction editor and one of the field' s most fam ous
authors himself.
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Counte r-Pr oductive
Women Couriers Capture States
Eff o rts
by Rus Lodi
A rare but nevertheless humiliatin g occurrence in
sport happens when a player loses his sense of direction.
Lost in the fever of his own quest , <the athlete can lose
his sense of relationshi p to the guidelines which govern
his activity. Derisive cat calls and anguished cries seldom
awaken the determined athle te and his action , unfortun ately, is recorded in the scorebook before he realizes his
error.
I can remember when a gangly J unior High basketball aspirant tore a rebound off the defensive board and
put it ri ght back up. The ball hit the backboard and
rolled round and round the rim just long enough so he
could realize his mistake and watch helplessly as the ball
fell throug h the net.
Kath y Reichert related a persona ] experience. Involved in Stadium jump ing - an event in which a horseback rider must g^ide his horse over a prescribed set of
barriers - Kath y threw all her concentration into achieving a perfect ride. "I went over every jump perfectl y
and was anxious to hear the jud ges decision but they
quickly informed me I was disqualified because I didn 't
jump the barri ers in the correct order. I was reall y embarassed. There were spectators watching and I never
realized I was doing anything wrong. "

by Kathy Reich ert
Colby was treated to a fine tennis victory on Saturday, when they hosted the Maine State Tennis Championshi ps. Action began on Friday, October 28, with the
first round and quarterfinal s. Sara Crisp and Martha
Oaks were Colby 's entries in the singles competition.
Pat Collins and Maureen Flint played doubles , along
with Sue Eggleston and Amy Parker. All players won in
the quarterfinals.
In singles competition , Martha Oaks won 6-2, 6-3
in the firs t round; 6-3 , 6-2 in the second rounds and lost
to the eventual champ ion, Sue Staples , 6-1, 6-1. In the
semi-finals round , Martha played first rate tennis , combin ing a flat serve and stead y groundstrokes , for a hard hitting topspin style. The singles champ edged Martha
by just a touch of accuracy.
Sara Crisp was seeded second in the singles draw ,
pulling a bye in the first round. She first hit the courts
against Terry Bourke , "upsetting ehr 6-2, 6-0. Sara set
the tone of the match—manipulating ' the mat ch from
the baseline - altering speed and spin at will to disrupt
the rythm of her opponent. Bourke gave her tough
competition in the first set, but lost a grip on the game
in the second set.
Sara moved on to the finals , slated to play Sue
Staples, the first sed, and lost 6-1, 6-1. The match was
long, each point toughly contested by Sara , but eventually concluded by Stap les with a put -away shot. Stap les
concentrated on chip-shots, hard cross-courts and a
forceful serve.

The doubles teams trounced thei r first and second
round opponents and met in the finals. The team of cocaptain Pat Collins and Mo Flint were seeded first , coming
up against Rhine-Pyne and winning 21-6, 6-1, 6-0. Next •
they blasted Redmond and Avichicle, 6-1, 6-2, in a quick
semi-final match , won in th eir usual , casual , but powerful
form. Meanwhile , two freshmen , Amy Parker and Sue
Eggleston , paired up for a first time doubles team.. They
proved to be mercurial and invincible . Their initial match
was a strugg le, eking out 7-5 , 6-3 victory, and then moved
on to play the second seeded UMO team of Everett and
Dewitt in a long and dramatic 6-2, 6-2 match. Thf match
began slowly for the team , both plagued ' by nerves resulting in mistakes at net. Exhibiting clear thinki ng under
pressure , they changed to a more defensive strategy ,
eased up and started swinging. Amy Parker came into
her own, with stellar net play and a few clutch saves,
taking the momentum out of the hands of Everett and
Dewitt.
Fired up by this victory, Parker and Eggleston ,
defeated Colby 's own defending champions , Flint and
Collins , 6-2, 6-0. Flint 's style of understated accuracy ,
combined with Collins ' powerful and competitive game
made up and awesome first seede team. Eggleston and
Parker began , by seizing the initiative in the game , and per sued their advant age withou t a let up. Eggleston unleashed a repertoire of dynam ic strokes in a barag e which
bewildered Flint and Collins. Power and accuracy lead
the freshmen to theit championshi p.

Rugby : Fr om En gland To Runnals
with speed and cunning, passing it from one to another ,
or not, as the passion takes them. Thus they try to cross
their oppon ents ' goal line and ground the ball. Th is
(worth 4 points) is a "try, " because they then try a kick
at goal (2 more points). This kick is taken anywhere on
a line perp endicular to the place of score . Play is contin uous until someone scores , br eaks a law , or propels the
ball into touch (which of course means out of bounds).
Any player may run with the ball , pass it or kick it. It
is illegal to pass it forward; jumble so th at it bounces forward ; lie on i t ; throw it. int o touch ; or hold onto it after
a tackle. Ther e is also a law against off-side play. Minor
infractions result in a scrum; blunders bring the other side
a penalty ki ck. Arm our is pro hibited: there is nothing
unde r a rugby shirt bu t steamin g flesh. If a player is inj ured, his side plays withou t him , for there is no substitution. Blocking, trippin g and obstructing are barredi
onl y die boll-carrier may be tac kled. " In essence this is
rug by. The rules are not comp lica ted, but won t of space
prevents me from quoting any details.

by Larry Branyan

Roy Riegels a nd Benny Lorn race t o a du bio us niche
in the record books.
Sports folklore has a few examples , one of the
more famous tales being the mistake which enabled Georgia Tech to beat USC in the Rose Bowl of 1928. Thesituation was tense , both teams had completed their seasons and were ranked as national powers. Playing before
70,000 peop le , both teams were jittery and could not
mount an offense. "With the game scoreless, a G eor gia
Tech player fumbled and a USC player named Roy
Riegels scooped up the ball , emerged from the chaos of
fl y ing bodies , reversed his field, and sped toward the
- wrong goal. The crowd roared and Riegels, interpreting
this as encou ragement, raced on. A teama tc - Benny
Lorn - gave chase and tried to turn Reigels around. He
caug ht him at the three but by that time, G eorgai Tech
had caugh t up to Riegels, bu rying him at the one yard
line. USC elected to punt themselves out of danger but
Tech blocked the punt and * scored a safety. Both teams
eventua lly scored tou chdown s but the safety pr oved to
be the difference as Tech won 8-7 .
Mistakes like these can happen in any sport. A
cross country ninner may loose his way in the woods , a
sailor may round a buoy from the wr ong direc tion , In
any event, one thing is certain i the athle te's determi nation took him into a world -where effort reigns and rules
don 't matter.

Matty of the people who came and spectated at any
tof this year 's mat ches had an enjoyable afternoon 's entert ainment. U nfortunat ely, f ew peo p le act uall y unders t ood
the game, and many w ere t ot ally confu sed. The int ent ion
of this articl e is to attem pt to explain the basics of Ru gby,
t o all who may be intereste d .
Rugby is a game that ori ginated in England in the
late nineteenth century. It grew in popularity throug h its
almost universal acceptance as the sport of the Eng lish
public schools. This accep tance soon led to the game's
association with gentlemen , as only the well-to-do attended
English public schools. In 1871 the Rugby Football
Union was form ed and became the governing body of .
the sport in England. Two years later the Scottish Football Union (renamed t he Scott ish Rugby Union in 1924)
was established. The widespread influence of the British ,
soon led to the spread of Rugby to Ireland , Wales, Austra lia, New Zealand , Canada, South Africa , Franc e, Germany,
t he Net herlands , Italy, Por tugal , Sweden. Czechoslovakia ,
C atalon ia, Romania , Argen t ian , Fiji , and t he Unit ed
Sta tes.
There are few similari ties of Rugby in comparison
to American football. The only ones of any note being
a similarl y shaped ball , two upri ght posts at either end of
t he field , and the same fundamental object of attempting to score trys (tou chdowns ). In element, "Rugby is
a simp le man-to-man contest for a blown-up pi gskin ,"
as Derek Robinson of the Manhitten (N.V.) Ru gby
Football club descril -is it. In his book Ru gger. How to
Play t he Game , Mr. Robinson briefly sums up the whole
game as follows. "Ru gby footbal l is a handlin g game.
Each side has 15 players i 8 forwards and 7 bac ks. The
for wards deliver the ball to their backs , who advance
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MATHIEI TS SUNOCO
Kenn edy Memorial Driv e
Foreign and Domestic Repairs

Bates Stymies
Gridde rs

Tennis Team
Splits Final Matches

by Rus Lodi

by Kathy Reichert
The Mules confronted their toughest team competition in the week of Oct. 21, losing to UNH 4 to 3.
UNH presented their usual high-calibre ball club, in
singles, but the Mules managed to break even. Mo
Flint played first singles for the Colbyettes, and struggled to a 6-4, 6-1 victo ry. Sara Crisp, hol ding her usual
no. 2 spot, split sets to lose 6-0, 3-7, 6-2; in a die-hard
effort, Martha Oaks was defeated 6-2 , 6-3 ; and Sue Eggle
ston rallied for a 7-6, 6-1 win.
In doubles play , the Mules had tougher luck. Pat
Collins and Gretchen Huebsch were bested 6-2, 6-1.
Janice M iller and Amy Parker lost after a hard battle,
7-5, 6-3. Val Brown and Tory Sneff racked-up the only
Colby doubles victory in a tenacious split-set match,
6-1, 1-6, 6-4.
The netters convened for their last match of the
season against Bowdoin. They chalked up a near shutout, 7-1. Mo Flint, again , started off the singles line-up,
winnin g 6-4, 6-3. Sara Crisp followed up with a 6-0, 6-1
victory, Martha Oaks fought for a 7-5, 6-2 win, and Sue
Eggleston dispatched with her opponent, 6-0, 6-0.
The Mules dominated doubles as well, winning 2
out of 3 match es, the team of Collins-Huebsch lost
7-6, 6-4; Parker-Miller won 6-2, 6-3 and Sneff-Marsh
blasted to a 6-4, 6-2 victory.

Field H ockey Finishes
With Even Slate
by Carol Sly

The field hockey team travelled to Farmington
for their last game of the season on Monday, Oct. 24. "
Having tied UMF 2-2 earlier in the season, Colby was up
for a win and they got one, beating UMF 2-0.
Colby capitalized on the smaller field by using
through-passes and short diagonal passes. The first
goal was scored mid-way through the first half by Sue
Meyer. It was the result of several shots by Colby and
corresponding saves by Farmington's defense . Colby
pushed it one more time than UMF could save it and
took an early 1-0 lead.
The second goal was also a team effort . On a good
center by right wing Betsy Shillito , the ball went across
with the help of all the forwards down the line, and was
deflected in by left wing Blair Washburn.
Farmington had several drives on the Colby goal,
but the defense was strong and managed to work around
UMF's extensive use of scoops and breakaways. The goal
was, well tended by goalie Sara Bunnell, and fullback
Lori Azzarito helped out with an exceptional save.
The varsity finished its season 6-6-1. Saturday Bow
doin went on to win the state tournament by beating
Bates. UMO and UMPG ranked third and fourth. Colby
lost its game to Bowdoi n earlie r in the season by a score
of 1-0, and its one with Bates, 5-2. however, the scores
indicate Colby 's team improved this year and is not far
off the top-ranked teams in the state. Next year should
be even better with a few less rainy games and continued
coaching by Dcbhic Pluck.
The jayvees also had their last game of the season
Monday.aga.inst UMF. They waited until the last five
minifies of the second half to score to win it 1-0. Goalie
Pam Poindexter , had another excellent game, making
many crucial saves in the goal. It was Diana Batcheldcr
who scored for Colby on a p lay in which she brought the
ball downfield unassisted and drove it into-th e cage.
The improvement in the JV was obvious in the
Farmington game ,but became even more visibl e Tuesday
when they played the varsity, and surprised them With an
early goal. The Varsity was in control from then on, but
they had to fi ght for their victory, 5-1. Lauri e Fitts
.assisted Debbie Pluck by.coaching the JV this fall. They
did an outstanding job aJid the team sincerely hopes they
will both be bac K next year.

Cog in the wheelman* Crisp was one reason why

the tennis team did so well this yea r. A sophmore, she often played No. 1 singles and consistentently turned in steady, winning perform mcesphoto by Geoff Parker.
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Scoring nineteen points in the first half , the Bates
Bobcats <oasted to a 25-14 victory over Colby Saturday
in Lewiston.
As has happened frequendy this year, Colby fell behind earl y in the game. The experienced Bates offense
(eight starting seniors) exploited the predominantly freshman CoLby defense at will. Q.B. Hugo Colasante fired^
touchdown passes of 31 and 9 yards to 6'6" eight end
Tom Burh oe and engineered another drive which resulted
in a 1-yard scoring p lun ge by Gary Pugatch.
Colby could not generate any offense in the first
half , nor could it capitalize on its only break—a Mike Romano interception and return to the Bates 16-as Bates
held Colly on downs.
Searching for the key, Colby began the second half
with Paul Belanger at Quarterback and heA directed a 76yard scoring drive by a 3-yard run by Joe Ciota. Once
again, a balky shoulder forced Belanger back to his flanker position. Number one signal caller Frank S ears returned
and , on the strength of a 52-yard pass to Belanger, moved
Colby to another score; Joe Ciota bucking over from 2yards out.
Colby could not make up the whole deficit, however,
and Bates put the game away in the fou rth quarter when
the buriey Burhoe hauled in a 42-yard touchdown pass from
from Colasante.

Soccer Team
Tipped Twice
by Anne Hussey

I Pla y
The "I Play " touch football season came to a
climactic conclusion last week as LCA-A emerged as undefeated champions. They outscored ZP, 44-28, in a
wild semi-final game. ZP matched them evenly in the
first half , but could not withstand the powerful LCA-A
offense throughout the whole game. Big scoring plays
were three TD passes from Rene Martinez to Jim Crook.
TDP got by DKE 19-10, in die other semi-final game.
However, the finals proved to be somewhat anti-climactic
as TDP, without quarterback Paul Spillane, succumbed
easily to LCA-A by a score of 37-7.
Soccer finished up tlie regular season last week.
DKE held onto first place in the fraternity league with a
6-1 recored and Rastus did likewise in the non-fraternity
league. Playoff games are being scheduled between Phi
Dclt-DKE and Rastas-Internats. Effort is being made to
make the games at a time convenient to everyone.
Volleyball and cross-country also finished up
their seasons last week. Director, Gene DiLorenzo, would
like to thank everyone who has participated in this season's program and to encourage all those interested in
participating in the winter "I Play " program. Although
official scheduling of the winter sports won't begin until
Jan Plan, facilities and equipment will be available beforehand. Also, anyone interes ted in being a commissioner
or officiating should contact Gene, ext. 227.

NORM'S

Last Wednesday, Colby faced Bates for the second
time this season. Bates repeated their previous performance and won the game 2-1. It was a day for the Colby
captains as Doug Giron scored the lone mule goal and Chip
Child was the key defensive player.
Saturdays games was another defeat, as MIT edged
Colby 2-1. MIT had the advantage scoring early in the
game, yet Colby rallied as Dave LaLiberty tied the score
with a penalty shot. Doug Lewing and Bruce Henderson
p resented a tough defense, but MIT squeezed through
again in tlie second half. Mark Dalton , Jamie Patterson,
and Tom Betro shined, advancing several times towards
the opponents goal, but Colby was unable to score.
Larry Hill had a spectacular save, defending against a
high, strong shot directed to his weak side. ,

AUTOPART S, INC.
KENNEDY"MEMORIAL DRIVE
OAKLAND
Auto Parts, Paints & Marine Suppl ies

WHERE EXPERIENCE COUNTS
Ask about our f ree fjy SpSrc? Colby College
Champion Spar k Bgw S ^
Discount *

PIZZ A

Featuring Pizza & Asst. Sandwiches
Ice Gold Draught Beer
Ope n Dail y 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Sun. & Holidays 4 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Free delivery, $12 minimum , after 7i00 p.m., Pizzas and Subs.
41 Temple St. ' Waterville
872-2400

Live Entertainment:
Tliurs.—Sun. Skywalk cr

Sun day nnd M onday Nite - 7ft. screen football

Monday Nile -- win football and
pnsB-thc-woTd t-shirt
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Full Time
l)Math Teacher (grades 7-12)
2)Science Teacher (grades 7-12)
See Career Planning Office , LJ 110

,

f o r e i gn

4

study

The National Association for Foreign Student
Affairs (NAFSA) has created a program to provide an
opportunity for foreign students to signify their interest
in employment to companies or institutions which offer
employment.
See Career Planning Office for more information.

•x a m t
PACE

The .applications have arrived. Contrary to
previous notice they will be given in Maine fou r times
in January and four times in April. See Career Planning
Office for applications and' info.
Seniors, the next deadlines for applying to take
these exams are as follows:
Graduate Record Exam-Nov. 9
Law School Admission Bulletin-Nov. 7
Foreign Service Officer Exam-Nov. 21
Graduate Management Admission Test-Nov. 14
See Career Planning Office, LJ 110 for applications.
Accounting Students
If you have a "B" or better average in your accountin
subjects, you are eligible for an academic scholarship
from the National Society of Public Accountants Scholar
.hip Foundation.
See Career Planning Office
Ll 10 for more info.

To get the Dean of Beer 's T-Shirt see the Schlitz
Beer Person on campus , Ed Campa at TDP.
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Part Time
l)Oakhurst Dairy Truck Driver
2)Cocktail Waitress
HELP WANTED: Bill's Lunch is looking for bartenders,
cocktail waiters/waitresses.
Immediate openings.

Man power Needed to Haul Wood

the Maple Sugaring season is starting this fall with
the collection of wood. All hours worked will be
added on to the hours worked next spring and Maple
Syrup will be divided up by the amount of time worked
Friday Nov. 4 at 1.30, meet in the Quad to
cut down some trees in a nearby woodlot. Equipment will be provided so we need manpower, all
we can get. We will chop down the trees and cut into
2 and 4 foot lengths and haul it back to school.
We will work only until 4:30 and will be back at
school by 5:00.
Please come join the Sugaring production
crew and earn yourself some sweet Maple Syrup.
Think of your sweet tooth.
Please, if you can't make it but want to help,
see Jay Moody, Chaplin 212 or x. 546.
WANTED a student to help drive for a lady who is
going to Wilmington, Mass. for Thanksgiving. She would
like to leave sometime Wednesday before Thanksgiving
and come back Sunday. She has a new automobile with
automatic shift. She will do some of the driving if student wishes but does not want to drive the distance
alone. Anyone who needs a ride home should contact:
Mrs. Cecile Gagnon
144 Clinton Ave.
Winslow, Maine
Telephone 873-0545
She is always home in the evenings and usually in
the day time. Please contact her as soon as possible as
she is anxious to know if someone is willing to help her
drive to Wilmington.

South

of
tho

TACO

Border

There are 60 summer,internships offered in ,
editing and reporting from the Newspaper FundApplicants need to send for their own application
forms. As the deadline is Pec. .1, interested students
should come as soon as possible to tie Career Planning
Office, Lovejoy 110 for information.
The following will lie coming to Colby this fall ,
to interview prospective candidates. See Career Planning Office , LJ 110 to sign for time.
November 9 Health Consultants Inc.
10 Boston University-Public Mangement
10 Boston University-Public Management
10 Syracuse University
11 Columbia University MBA
14 Drew University
16 Wharton School of Business (Univ. of Penn)
December 2 U.S. Navy
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Bermuda
Breakaw ay

SH OP

109!4College Ave. Waterville
C li p t his cou p on and save
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h
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Buy one Taco at the regular price and get
a second one for $.10. Save $.55 -—
—or—
Get $.50 off on a Burrito of Enchilada
One cou pon per custo mer.
Offer expires Nov.15 , 1977.
Announcemen t of the Beer Person of the Month
will be in next week' s ECHO . Applications to Ed
Ciam pa at T DP.
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Take your break in Bermuda at the only
major hotel that 's rig ht on the beach.
Feel free and easy. Doing the things you like
to do. At the beautiful Sonesta Beach Hotel.

' ,,

5 days/4 nights $279*per pers on .four to n room)

• Roundtri p J et coach air travel via Delta Airlines
• Mopeds • Horseback riding • Breakfast and
Dinner daily • Unlimit ed tennis on six day/night
courts • Indoor pool • Nightly entertainment.
Available J anuary 2 to J anuary 31. 1978.

*For further complete information and reservations, see your campus rep,

OIj ca^N^
BSflbfl- .
HOTEL •

Chris Morrisse y
Delta Kappa Epsilon
872-9868

Or call SRS TOLL FREE (800) 225-1372
In Massachusetts (800) 842-1202 .,
,

: <<

lost

end

town d

Lost-, a pair of contact lenses in a white case. If found,
please call Becky at x423. Important! . Reward offered.
LOST in vicinity of Lovejoy or Library: Gold button to
pocket watch chain-sentimental value-substantial reward
Call x 510 Charlie Gord y
LOST:A GOLD CLASS RING - RUBY STONE.
FROM AMESBURY HIGH SCHOOL, CLASS OF 1977.
INITIA LS ON INSIDE DCJ. LOST ON STURDAY NIGHT
PLEASE CONTACT DIANE ext. 532, rm. 356 or box 732.
LOST: Off-white corduroy Lee Jacket. My keys were in
the p ocket-please return them to B & G if you must keep
gjthe j acket.
Lost: a tan sweater (cardigan) in a blue plastic bag. If
fou nd , notify Linda at x529.
! LOST: Off white corduroy Lee j acket. My keys were in
5
the pocket-please return them tp B&G if you must keep
§
the jacket.
I
§
§
§
i

Found: One key to either a Honda car or motorcycle.
Contact Roberts Desk.
FOUND: One woman's watch, several weeks ago. Call
x364 or see John Devine or Ed Smith to identify and
claim.

J O SE P H 'S
of
Fa irf ield

has heard about the recent sale of Sugarloaf Ski
passes to Colby students and realizes, as all of
you do, that the ski season is closing in on us.
Now that we're into N ovember it's time to start
thinking about upgrading those old barrel slats
that you've been skiing on.

J ust look at these ski packaged available : Lange Skis, Soloman Bindin gs, Scott
Poles, mountin g and engraving, regularly
$201.95 , now only $ 119.90 .
¦
Rossignol Cobra Skis, Soloman Bindin gs,
Scott Poles , mountin g and engravin g,
regularl y $239.95 , now only $139.90;
If you. ate looking for a way to improve your

boots you can be sure that Joseph's low prices
can't be beat.
Humanic Dynafit Boots
regularl y $180.00, now only $79.90
Otocr boots star ting at $39.90.
You can be sure that you are on the right
track if you are on your way to Joseph's for
cross-country ski equipment.
Trak St. Anton Skis , Tyrol Leather
Boots, Dovrc Bindi ngs , Poles , regularly
$111.90 , now only $88.00.
You may find it hard to believe but the
varsity hockey team has already taken to the ice
and Coach Goulet has made his first cut.
Joseph's would like to wish the Mule 's a very
succccssful season and is therefore having it 's *
first annual Crazy Joe Fatilstich Sale and
we are offering you the following savings*
$1.00 off on all hockey sticks th rou gh
Saturda y -Koho , Christian . Cooper , Titan .
Lan ge Skates -Loser 2— reg.$75.0O, now $54.00
CCM Skates at $32.95
CCM Tacka at $93.00
Come down to J oseph's and siive.
Crazy J oe Faulstich does. And don 't for get10% discounts for Colby students.
(not applicable to already discounted merchandise)
P.S. You don 't want'to be caught put in the
cold as you watch Crazy Joe and the Mules roll
to victory . Come in and sec our fine selection
of jackets, suits, and vests by GERRY , ALPINE
DESIGNS , AND SWING WEST. Complement
tu
at
these with our SK^YR rtlenecks. All our
low prices.

r o n d o rn

rondo m
Room Draw
The Room Draw Committee met for the first
time this fall and drew up the procedure listed below
for off campus living for second semester.
Also, the Committee is seeking two volunteers
from the off campus student population to serve
as rcpresentatives-at-large. If you are interested in
applying for one of these positions, please contact
Dean Seitzinger by November 9th.
Information for Students Requesting to Live
Off Campus for Second Semester 1977-78.
Each year a small number of students may be
given permission to reside off campus for the second
semester, if enrollmentjigures permit. Since there
are gener ally more applications than spaces off
campu s, the Room Draw Committee decided to adopt
a lottery system to determine which applicants
would be given permission to move off campus.
The lottery will be run in the following way:
1. Students interested in applying sh ould
submit their names to the Dean of
Students Office as soon as possible,
but no later than December 8.
2. On December 9th, a number draw
will be held for all those who have submitted their names. The waiting list
will be ordered first by class year and
then by lottery number. Class years
will be ordered '78, '79°, '79, '80°, *80.
Many thanks to Mr., and Mrs. Geis, Red , and
Company for a great Halloween party.

VILLAG E BA R BER
Great Cuts for Guys and Gals
Appt. Pre ferred:

873-1344

113 Ma in St. Waterville

¦
««¦¦¦¦_¦_«_»_________________________________________¦
¦

¦

¦

¦

G RADUAT E STUDIE S PR OG RAMS -

I have one 210 length , wooden cross-country
ski and it is looking for a mate. Any skinny ski
200-215 in length will do.
Please contact Jay Moody Chaplin 212 or ext.
546.
Professors Ferguson and Hogendorn will reimburse
gas and oil expenses one way, to a person who will trail
a 19' sailboat from St. Louis, MO to East Vassalboro, MEj
FOR SALE: One Pr. Rieker "XLS" Ski Boots. Size 9%
shoe. Good condition. Price negotiable. If interested,
conta ct Mike Childer s, ZP, x 556.
Sociology 271, instructed by Professor Alexander
Rysman, is a semester course in sociological research meth
odology. In order to experience and better understand
social research methods, the class has chosen to construct and analyze a questionnaire as a semester project.
In developing the questionnaire, the class tried to
select a topic relevant to students at Colby. Therefore,
the questions are aimed at measuring a phenomenon not
alien to any college student:social pressure, both academic and non-academic.
A group of fou r hundred students has been randomly selected by the computer. Those named will find the
questionnaire in their campus mailbox this week.
The questionnaire is not complicated, nor is it
time-consuming. It is not necessary for names to accompany the answers. As the project depends on student
cooperation , the class asks that you honestly answer the
questions and prompdy return die form to the special
box in Roberts Mail Room or in Campus Mail, The
results of the study will be available upon request by
contacting Prof. A. Rysman, 409C , Lovejoy
Si vous voulez parler Francais venez a la
Table Franfaise
le Mardi a 12:30 a Mary Low
le Mercredi a 6:00 a Foss
le Jeudi a 12:30 a Mary Low
et si vous voulez ec outer de la musique francaise et
canadienne reglez votre radio sur WMHB 91.5 FM
de 3:00 a 6:00 lc Dimanche pour notre Programme
Francais.

RE CRUITIN G VISITATI ON SCH OO L O F MANA GEMENT
SYRACU SE UNIVERS IT Y ,
SYRACUSE ,. N.Y.
The Schoo l of Management of Syracuse

Univ ersi t y, Syracuse , N.Y. , will be inte rviewin g in te res ted app lican ts f or t heir
Gradua t e St udi e s Pro gram on: Thurs d ay ,
November 10, fr om 9:00 AM t o 12: 00
n oon. For fur t her inform a t ion and an
appointmen t go to the Career Counseli ng
Office in Lovejoy.
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DOYOU NEEDA T-SHIRT

Thursday; November 3, 1977

FROM
THE
DEAN
OF
BEER?
(DIDTHE TITANK NEED LIFEBOATS?)
\
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sleeves and Deanof ^er'deSn full color 100%
cotton. Sizes: S, M, L, XL. $4.50.X
\
\ ,

DESCRIPTmp^ SIZE PRICE 'TOTAL \

me my surprise
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Dean Beer
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"Oat of ScMftir T-Shirt.
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Gray color. Sizes: S. M, L, XL
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